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We examine the question of whether uids and rystals are dierentiated on the basis of their
zero frequeny shear moduli or their limiting zero frequeny shear visosity. We show that while
uids, in ontrast with rystals, do have a zero value for their shear modulus, in ontradition to
a widespread presumption, a rystal does not have an innite or exeedingly large value for its
limiting zero frequeny shear visosity. In fat, while the limiting shear visosity of a rystal is
muh larger than that of the liquid from whih it is formed, its visosity is muh less than that of
the orresponding glass that may form assuming the liquid is a good enough glass former.
I. INTRODUCTION
Response theory and Green-Kubo relations provide a good understanding of the mirosopi origins of visoelastiity
in uids
1,2,3
. They show that all uids are in fat visoelasti. However the range of frequenies over whih one sees
a rossover from low frequeny visous behaviour to high frequeny elasti behaviour, varies by more than 10 deades
for various ommon uids. Solids are also expeted to be visoelasti, exhibiting visous as well as elasti behaviour
4
.
Of ourse there is a limit to the maximum strain amplitude that an be applied to a rystal before it fratures,
leaves, plastially deforms or melts
5
. However provided this limit is obeyed one an in priniple ompute or measure
elasti onstants at all frequenies inluding zero and shear visosities at all frequenies exept zero. This presents an
interesting question: how does the limiting zero frequeny shear visosity of a rystal ompare to that of a uid or a
glass?
In ontrast to uids the mirosopi origins of the rheologial properties of rystals are poorly understood. There
is no equivalent to Green-Kubo theory that has been proposed for the visoelasti behaviour of rystals. We know of
no olletion of the frequeny dependent shear visosity of rystalline materials. There are olletions of experimental
data for the frequeny dependent shear moduli
4
.
It is easy to understand why this surprising state of aairs exists. The standard derivation of Green-Kubo ex-
pressions for the Navier-Stokes transport oeients relies on the Onsager regression hypothesis and a solution of
the utuating Navier-Stokes hydrodynami equations
1,6
. For rystals the orresponding elasto-hydrodynami mode-
oupling equations are quite omplex (and anisotropi). As far as we are aware no one has derived the Green-Kubo
relations for the frequeny dependent elasto-hydrodynami oeients of a rystal. Furthermore when you shear a
rystal the underlying equilibrium state varies with the strain. This is not so in a uid. This dierene implies that
the Green-Kubo derivations themselves are inherently more omplex for rystals than for the orresponding liquid or
gas.
We adopt a muh easier approah to solve this problem. We restrit ourselves to the ase where there is no signiant
linear reep and then employ the SLLOD equations for time dependent planar Couette ow
6
. These equations give an
exat desription of adiabati time dependent planar Couette ow arbitrarily far from equilibrium. These equations
onvert a tehnially omplex thermal transport proess into a muh simpler mehanial proess that an be analysed
using a thermostatted version of Kubo's response theory
2
.
II. THEORY
A. Thermostatted SLLOD equations for isothermal planar shear
We use the standard isokineti equations of motion whih feature a syntheti thermostat under the ondition that
the total peuliar momentum is always zero. We know some important fats about syntheti thermostats of this
type:
1) Their equilibrium distribution funtion is known
6,7
.
2) Any artifats in the dynamial orrelation funtions due to the syntheti thermostat are at most of order
O(1/N) where N is the number of partiles in the system6.
3) The linear response of the system to an external eld is devoid of artefats due to the syntheti thermostat
6
.
24) If we wish to study nonequilibrium phenomena outside the linear response regime we an arrange things
suh that the thermostat only ats on a region far removed from the system of interest
8
.
The isokineti equations of motion are
q˙i = pi/mi +Ci(Γ) ·Fe
p˙i = Fi(q) +Di(Γ) ·Fe − αpi
α =
∑N
i=1 pi ·Fi + pi ·Di(Γ) · Fe∑N
i=1 pi · pi
(1)
where qi and pi are the position and peuliar momentum of the ith partile, q is the 3N dimensional vetor of all
the positions, Γ = (q,p) is the 6N dimensional phase spae vetor, mi is the mass of the i
th
partile, Fi is the fore
on the ith partile due to interations with other partiles, Fe is the external eld whih drives the system away
from equilibrium. When it is set to zero, if the system is ergodi and has deaying memory, any arbitrary initial
distribution will eventually relax to equilibrium
7
. Ci and Di are seond rank tensors whih ouple the system to the
external eld and α is the thermostat multiplier whih holds the value of the peuliar kineti energy,
∑N
i=1 p
2
i /2m,
onstant. The equilibrium distribution funtion (when Fe = 0) for the system is given by
f(Γ) =
δ(K(Γ)−K0)δ(pM ) exp[−βH0(Γ)]
Z
Z ≡
∫
dΓδ(K(Γ)−K0)δ(pM ) exp[−βH0(Γ)] (2)
where K(Γ) is the peuliar kineti energy whih is xed to the value K0, H0(Γ) = K(p) + Φ(q) is the Hamiltonian
with Φ(q) the potential energy due to the partile interations, pM =
∑N
i=1 pi is the total peuliar momentum,
and β−1 ≡ kBT = 2K0/(3N − 4) where kB is Boltzmann's onstant and T is the equilibrium thermodynami
temperature. We note that if the system is ergodi with deaying memory the distribution funtion Eq. (2) is the
unique, dissipationless equilibrium state
7
. We also note that Eq. (2) inludes all nite size orretions. The Helmholtz
free energy of the system is
7
A = −kBT ln[Z]. (3)
For the system undergoing planar shear we use the so alled isokineti SLLOD equations of motion
6
,
q˙i = pi/mi + iγ˙(t)qyi
p˙i = Fi − iγ˙(t)pyi − αpi
α =
∑N
i=1 pi ·Fi − γ˙(t)pxipyi∑N
i=1 pi · pi
, (4)
where i is the unit vetor in the diretion of the x Cartesian axis, pxi is the x omponent of pi the peuliar momentum
of partile i, and γ˙(t) = dux/dy is the time dependent strain rate where ux is the x-omponent of the steaming
veloity. In omputer simulations Eqs. (4) are used in onjuntion with Lees-Edwards shearing periodi boundaries
6
to minimize the system size dependene of the results. The adiabati form of these equations give an exat desription
of adiabati shear ow arbitrarily far from equilibrium. They are equivalent to Newton's equations of motion plus
an integrated shift in the x-laboratory veloity of
∫ t
0 dsγ¨(s)qyi(s) for every partile. Deomposing the strain rate into
an innite sum of innitesimal Heaviside steps shows that the adiabati form of Eq. (4) is exat for time dependent
planar Couette ow.
B. The dierene between solids and uids under quasistati strain
A fundamental dierene between a uid and a solid is that while a solid an support a small externally applied
stress indenitely, a uid annot. Fluids will always ow in response to the applied stress thereby eventually reduing
the magnitude of the stress to zero. If we subjet a liquid to a quasistati strain rate there will be no work done in
shearing it. To prove this we note that the rate at whih work is done in shearing a single ensemble member is given
by
W˙ (t) ≡ H˙ad0 (Γ) =
∂H0
∂Γ
· Γ˙ad ≡ −J(Γ)V Fe(t) = −γ˙(t)V Pxy(Γ), (5)
3where the ux, J, introdued here is dened by Eqs. (4 & 5) and Pxy is the xy element of the pressure tensor (losely
related to the shear stress, σxy = −〈Pxy〉). Using Eq. (4) we see that
V Pxy(Γ) =
N∑
i=1
pxipyi
mi
+
N∑
i=1
Fxiqyi. (6)
To leading order we have 〈Pxy〉 ∼ γ˙ +O(γ˙
3) and so if we alulate the work required to quasistatially strain a uid
by a xed amount δγ, at onstant shear rate γ˙, we obtain
〈∆W 〉QS = − limγ˙→0
γ˙V
∫ δγ/γ˙
0
dt 〈Pxy(t)〉 = lim
γ˙→0
V ηγ˙δγ = 0. (7)
where η is the shear visosity. This is relevant beause the hange in free energy due to the strain is exatly given by
the quasistati work done and thus the underlying equilibrium free energy of a uid does not hange with a strain.
Let us now onsider what happens if we subjet an initially unstressed solid, γ = 0, to an innitesimal hange in
strain. We assume that the nal strain δγ is suiently small that the solid responds aording to linear elastiity
theory. Thus the average shear stress is related to the zero frequeny shear modulus, G0, and the strain by the
equation 〈Pxy(t)〉 = −G0γ(t). The hange δγ may be eeted by perturbing the boundary onditions,
〈∆W 〉QS = − limγ˙→0
γ˙V
∫ δγ/γ˙
0
dt 〈Pxy(t)〉
= lim
γ˙→0
V G0γ˙
2
∫ δγ/γ˙
0
tdt =
1
2
V G0δγ
2. (8)
Beause a solid an support a stress for an indenite time the underlying equilibrium free energy will depend upon the
hange in strain, as in turn will the partition funtion, Eq. (3). Thus the expression for the equilibrium distribution
funtion will now expliitly depend upon the strain through the partition funtion, Z(δγ), and so will the equilibrium
average of a phase variable, 〈B(Γ)〉δγ,eq.
We wish to alulate (to leading order) the hange in the xy-element of the pressure tensor for a solid subjet to a
shearing deformation with a strain δγ. The equilibrium average an be alulated from the expression,
〈Pxy〉δγ,eq =
∫
D(δγ) dΓPxy(Γ) exp[−β(H0(Γ)]∫
D(δγ)
dΓ exp[−β(H0(Γ)]
. (9)
In this equation D(δγ) denes a phase spae domain whih is strained an amount δγ, from a referene domain D(0).
This may represent hanges in the boundary onditions. The average 〈. . .〉0,eq is an equilibrium average taken over
the domain D(0) and the average 〈. . .〉δγ,eq is similar but taken over the domain D(δγ). Beause of the anisotropy of
rystals the observed stresses will be strong funtions of the alignment of the rystal relative to the strain or strain
rate, tensor. For simpliity we do not use notation that makes this alignment expliit.
The transformation between the two domains is given by the equation,
Γ′ ≡ Γ− δΓ (10)
where δΓ is
δΓ = δγ(qy1, 0, 0, qy2, 0, 0, . . . , qyN , 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 . . . , 0, 0, 0). (11)
We an transform the average Eq. (9) using the oordinate transformation as
〈Pxy〉δγ,eq =
∫
D(0)
dΓ′
∣∣ ∂Γ
∂Γ′
∣∣Pxy(Γ′ + δΓ) exp[−β(H0(Γ′ + δΓ)]∫
D(0)
dΓ′
∣∣ ∂Γ
∂Γ′
∣∣ exp[−β(H0(Γ′ + δΓ)] . (12)
Noting that the Jaobian is unity, that dΓ′ is a dummy integration variable and expanding Pxy and H0 to leading
orders in δγ gives
〈Pxy〉δγ,eq =
∫
D(0)
dΓ[Pxy(Γ) + δΓ · ∇Pxy(Γ)] exp[−β([H0(Γ) + δΓ · ∇H0(Γ)]]∫
D(0)
dΓ exp[−β([H0(Γ) + δΓ · ∇H0(Γ)]]
. (13)
4Approximating the exponentials to leading order in δΓ gives,
〈Pxy〉δγ,eq =
∫
D(0)
dΓ [Pxy(Γ) + δΓ · ∇Pxy(Γ)] [1− βδΓ · ∇H0(Γ)] exp[−β(H0(Γ)]∫
D(0) dΓ exp[−β(H0(Γ)] − β
∫
D(0) dΓδΓ · ∇H0(Γ) exp[−β(H0(Γ)]]
, (14)
and expansion of the denominator, to leading order in δΓ, gives,
〈Pxy〉δγ,eq =
∫
D(0)
dΓ [Pxy(Γ) + δΓ · ∇Pxy(Γ)] [1− βδΓ · ∇H0(Γ)] exp[−β(H0(Γ)]∫
D(0) dΓexp[−β(H0(Γ)]
×
(
1 +
β
∫
D(0)
dΓδΓ · ∇H0(Γ)exp[−β(H0(Γ)]∫
D(0)
dΓexp[−β(H0(Γ)]
)
. (15)
Applying the oordinate transformation, Eqs. (10) & (11), we see that
δΓ · ∇H0(Γ) = −δγP
Φ
xy(Γ)V, (16)
where PΦxy is the ongurational omponent of the xy-element of the pressure tensor and
δΓ · ∇Pxy(Γ)V = δγ
N∑
i=1
N∑
j=1
∂Fxi
∂qxj
qyiqyj. (17)
Substitution into Eq. (15) gives
〈Pxy〉δγ,eq V = 〈Pxy〉0,eq V
+βδγV 2
[〈
PxyP
Φ
xy
〉
0,eq
− 〈Pxy〉0,eq
〈
PΦxy
〉
0,eq
]
+δγ
〈
N∑
i=1
N∑
j=1
∂Fxi
∂qxj
qyiqyj
〉
0,eq
+O
(
δγ2
)
= 〈Pxy〉0,eq V + βδγV
2
[〈
P 2xy
〉
0,eq
− 〈Pxy〉
2
0,eq
]
− δγV 〈g∞〉0,eq +O
(
δγ2
)
. (18)
Where for simpliity we dene the phase funtion g∞ by the equation
g∞V ≡
N∑
i=1
p2yi
mi
−
N∑
i=1
N∑
j=1
∂Fxi
∂qxj
qyiqyj (19)
whih implies the zero frequeny shear modulus is
G0 = 〈g∞〉0,eq − βV
〈[
Pxy − 〈Pxy〉0,eq
]2〉
0,eq
. (20)
The zero frequeny shear modulus is thus the sum of a utuation and a nonutuating term. The nonutuating
term (valid at zero temperature) was given by Born
9,10
in 1939. The derivation of the orret nite temperature
result was rst given by Squire et. al.
11,12
in 1969 and redisovered in 1986, see ref. 13. For a uid, the sum of these
two terms is exatly zero sine the shear modulus is zero
14
. For a solid these two terms do not anel and there is a
non-zero shear modulus.
To gain a better understanding of these two terms onsider the response of a system to an impulsive strain rate:
γ˙(t) = δγδ(t). From the SLLOD equations of motion Eq. (4) we see that for impulsive shear the hange in the phase
spae vetor is
δΓ = δγ(qy1, 0, 0, qy2, 0, 0, . . . , qyN,0,0,−py1, 0, 0,−py2, 0, 0, . . . ,−pyN , 0, 0). (21)
5If we now onsider some phase variable B(Γ) whose funtional form is not expliitly dependent on the strain,
B(Γ(0+)) = B(Γ(0−)) +∇B(Γ(0−)) · δΓ(δγ) +O(δγ2), (22)
and substitute PxyV for B we see that〈
Pxy(0
+)
〉
V = 〈Pxy〉0,eq V − δγV 〈g∞〉0,eq ≡ 〈Pxy〉0,eq V − δγG∞V, (23)
where 〈Pxy(t)〉 is the nonequilibrium average taken, at time t, in this ase at time t = 0
+
whih is diretly after the
system has been subjeted to the impulse. The nonutuating omponent of the zero frequeny shear modulus is in
fat the innite frequeny shear modulus, G∞, so that, G0 = G∞ − βV
〈[
Pxy − 〈Pxy〉0,eq
]2〉
0,eq
. For all systems
(solids or uids) the innite frequeny shear modulus is given by Eq. (19). At innite frequeny there is no time
for the system to reognize whether it is a uid or a solid. In a uid, and only in a uid, the zero frequeny shear
modulus is zero and hene we get a seond exat expression for the innite frequeny shear modulus that is only valid
for uids: GF
∞
= βV
〈[
Pxy − 〈Pxy〉0,eq
]2〉
0,eq
. Here the supersript F indiates that this expression is only valid
for uids. This latter expression is familiar to those aquainted with the Green-Kubo expressions for the frequeny
dependent shear visosity of uids.
Thus regardless of what state of matter we are dealing with
βV
〈[
Pxy − 〈Pxy〉0,eq
]2〉
0,eq
= G∞ −G0. (24)
However the dierene between a solid and a uid is whether the zero frequeny modulus is zero as in a uid or a
positive number as in a solid.
It is important to remember that this perfet mathematial anellation between the utuation term and the
nonutuating term in uids is no simple mathematial identity. Consider two systems with idential Hamiltonians,
densities and equations of motion. The only dierene between the two systems is their temperature. One is in the
solid state phase and the other is in the liquid phase. You an transform between the two states by simply hanging
the temperature. Yet in the liquid the anellation is perfet whereas in the solid it is not. This anellation is a
symmetry that is partiular to the uid state.
The standard derivations of linear response theory assume that the underlying equilibrium distribution funtion
does not hange with strain. Clearly if we wish to treat a solid phase we must aount for the eet of the underlying
equilibrium distribution funtion depending on the strain.
C. Linear response to shear for systems that are initially at equilibrium
In this setion we will onsider the linear hange in the stress in response to a small applied strain, rstly for an
ordinary uid, then a rystal whih is initially unstrained and nally for a rystal with an initial strain that is not
zero.
Linear response theory is desribed in terms of a eld and a onjugate ux. For the speial ase where both the
eld and the ux, whih are vetors, have a ommon diretion, only their magnitudes are relevant and we may dene
the ux, J , as,
J(Γ) ≡
Q˙(Γ)− H˙0(Γ)
V Fe(t)
, (25)
where V is the system volume, Fe is the magnitude of the eld whih appears in Eqs. (1) and Q˙ is the rate at whih
heat is exhanged with the syntheti thermostat. To leading order in the eld
〈
Q˙(Γ)− H˙0(Γ)
〉
= O(F 2e ) and thus as
the eld approahes zero so does the ux, J(Γ) = O(Fe).
61. Equilibrium uid
Consider a uid in the isokineti ensemble, Eq. (2), whih is initially in equilibrium and then perturbed by an
external eld at time t = 0. Linear response theory gives,6,
〈B(t)〉 = 〈B〉eq − βV
∫ t
0
ds 〈J(−s)B(0)〉eq Fe(t− s), (26)
where B is some arbitrary phase variable, 〈J(−s)B(0)〉eq = 〈J(Γ(−s))B(Γ)〉eq and Γ(−s) is the point in phase spae,
suh that if we start at it and run the equations of motion forward in time (with Fe = 0 beause the average is an
equilibrium one) we arrive at the point Γ at time 0. Here we are interested in planar shear with B(Γ) = J(Γ) = Pxy(Γ),
〈Pxy〉eq = 0 and Fe(t) = γ˙(t). So we obtain
〈Pxy(t)〉 = −βV
∫ t
0
ds 〈Pxy(−s)Pxy(0)〉eq γ˙(t− s). (27)
2. Initially Unstrained rystal
For the ase of a rystal, the underlying free energy hanges with the strain due to the hange in the boundary
onditions and a stress an be supported indenitely. Of ourse there are other proesses than just planar shear whih
ould result in this behaviour and so we will represent the hange in the free energy using the arbitrary parameter λ.
In the ase of planar shear we will have λ = γ. We have reently given a generalisation of linear response theory for
suh a ase where a system may be simultaneously subjet to a dissipative eld, Fe, and a parametri hange, λ(t),
to its equilibrium state
15
. In this paper we proved that to linear order in an arbitrary dissipative eld and parameter
the average linear response of a phase variable B(Γ, λ) that may depend on the parameter is,
〈B(t)〉λ(t) = 〈B〉λ(t),eq − βV
∫ t
0
ds 〈J(−s)B(0)〉λ(0),eq Fe(t− s)
−β
∫ t
0
ds
[
∂A(λ(0))
∂λ
〈B(Γ, λ(s))〉λ(0),eq −
〈
∂H(Γ(−s), λ(0)
∂λ
B(Γ, λ(s))
〉
λ(0),eq
]
λ˙(t− s). (28)
We hoose to set the parameter as the strain and the dissipative eld as the strain rate. In this ase the Hamiltonian,
H0, and the phase funtion B(Γ), have no expliit dependene on the strain or strain rate, but averages will still be
dependent on these parameters via the boundary onditions. Applying Eq(28) to this situation gives
〈B(t)〉γ(t) = 〈B〉γ(t),eq − βV
∫ t
0
ds 〈Pxy(−s)B(0)〉γ(0),eq γ˙(t− s)
−β
∂A(γ(0))
∂γ
〈B〉γ(0),eq
∫ t
0
ds γ˙(t− s), (29)
where 〈B(t)〉γ(t) is the value of the nonequilibrium average at time t.
Let us now onsider the example of a planar shear impulse again, and hoose B(Γ) = J(Γ) = Pxy(Γ), γ(t) = 0 ∀ t <
0 and γ˙(t) = γ1δ(t). Beause the initial stress is zero we will have 〈Pxy〉γ(t),eq = 0 ∀ t < 0. We onsider the terms on
the right hand side of Eq. (29) in turn. The rst term is easily seen to be
〈Pxy〉γ1,eq = −G0γ1 +O(γ
3
1). (30)
The seond term is easily evaluated as −βV γ1 〈Pxy(Γ(−t))Pxy(Γ)〉0,eq. Lastly we need to alulate the hange in the
equilibrium free energy aused by the strain. We note that Eq. (3) relates the free energy to the partition funtion.
The hange in the partition funtion is easily omputed as
Z(N, V, T, γ1) =
∫
D(0)
dΓ exp[−β(H0(Γ)]− β
∫
D(0)
dΓδΓ · ∇H0(Γ) exp[−β(H0(Γ)]]
= Z(N, V, T, γ(0−))
[
1 + βV γ1
〈
PΦxy
〉
γ(0−),eq
]
, (31)
7and the free energy is thus
A(N, V, T, γ1) = A(N, V, T, γ(0
−))− γ1V
〈
PΦxy
〉
0
. (32)
Given the referene domain D(0) has zero strain and zero stress, 〈Pxy〉0,eq = 0, the hange in the free energy will be
O(γ2) and may be ignored in Eq. (29). We now use Eqs. (20), (30) & (29) to obtain the response to the impulse,
γ˙(t) = γ1δ(t)
〈Pxy(t)〉 = −γ1 〈g∞〉0,eq + βV γ1
〈
P 2xy
〉
0,eq
−βV γ1 〈Pxy(−t)Pxy(0)〉0,eq . (33)
At time t = 0+, Eq. (33) oinides with the stress that one would alulate for a sudden impulse (ie the response is
given by the innite frequeny shear modulus alone). At very long times, t→∞ (where the autoorrelation funtion
fully deays), Eq. (33) redues to that given by the zero frequeny shear modulus Eq. (20). At rst sight, Eq.(29)
looks paradoxial. The rst term on the right hand side is the orret long time answer for any hanges in the shear
rate that are ompleted before time t. Sine that rst term has no memory it looks as though it gives the innite
frequeny response. However, as this example has just proved, this is not the ase.
If we apply Eq. (33) to a uid, whih must have 〈g∞〉eq = βV
〈
P 2xy
〉
eq
, then Eq. (33) will be ompatible with Eq.
(27).
3. Initially Strained rystal
For a rystal whih is initially strained by an amount γ0 = γ(0
−), but that is none the less in equilibrium, Eq. (30)
beomes
〈Pxy〉γ0+γ1,eq = 〈Pxy〉γ0,eq −G0(γ0)γ1 +O(γ
2
1), (34)
and for the hange in free energy we have
∂A(γ0)
∂γ
= −V 〈Pxy〉γ0,eq . (35)
We now use Eq. (29) and onsider the response to an impulsive hange in the strain rate, γ˙(t) = δ(t)γ1. We see that
〈Pxy(t)〉 = 〈Pxy〉γ0,eq −G0(γ0)γ1 − βV γ1 〈∆Pxy(Γ(−t))∆Pxy(Γ)〉γ0,eq
= 〈Pxy〉γ0,eq − γ1 〈g∞〉γ0,eq + βV γ1
〈
∆P 2xy
〉
γ0,eq
− βV γ1 〈∆Pxy(Γ(−t))∆Pxy(Γ)〉γ0,eq , (36)
where ∆Pxy(Γ) = Pxy(Γ)− 〈Pxy〉γ0,eq. Again we see that this equation gives the initial response to the impulse,〈
Pxy(0
+)
〉
= 〈Pxy〉γ0,eq − γ1 〈g∞〉γ0,eq , (37)
at time 0+ and as t→∞ it deays to the equilibrium value,
〈Pxy〉γ0+γ1,eq = 〈Pxy〉γ0,eq − γ1 〈g∞〉γ0,eq + βV γ1
〈
∆P 2xy
〉
γ0,eq
. (38)
= 〈Pxy〉γ0,eq −G0(γ0)γ1. (39)
For the ase where γ0 = 0 we have 〈Pxy〉γ0,eq = 0 and ∆Pxy(Γ) = Pxy(Γ) and Eq. (36) redues to Eq. (33). We
reiterate that the values for the various elasti moduli will of ourse depend on the alignment of the rystal relative
to the strain rate tensor. For a rystal the elasti modulus is in fat a 4th rank polar tensor.
8D. Osillatory Planar Shear
We now onsider the ase of osillatory planar shear applied to a rystal, by using Eq. (29) to alulate the response
in the stress B(Γ) = Pxy to an applied strain of the form,
γ(t) = γ0 sin(ωt) = −ℜ
{
iγ0e
iωt
}
. (40)
The response to the osillatory strain will beome sinusoidal after the deay of initial transients and is often expressed
in terms of the storage (or real) G˜R and loss (or imaginary) G˜I shear moduli
lim
t→∞
〈Pxy(t)〉 = ℜ
{
iγ0G˜(ω)e
iωt
}
(41)
where G˜(ω) = G˜R(ω) + iG˜I(ω). This quantity is related to the omplex frequeny dependent shear visosity by the
equation,
G˜(ω) = iωη˜(ω), (42)
where η˜(ω) = η˜R(ω)− iη˜I(ω) and thus G0 = G˜(ω = 0) and G∞ = lim
ω→∞
G˜(ω).
The applied eld is Fe = γ˙(t) = ωγ0 cos(ωt), the hange in free energy for a rystal is given by dA/dγ = −〈Pxy〉0,eq =
0 and the ux is J(Γ) = Pxy(Γ). Using Eq. (29) we have
〈Pxy(t)〉 = 〈Pxy〉γ(t),eq − βV ωγ0
∫ t
0
ds 〈Pxy(−s)Pxy(0)〉γ(0),eq cos(ω(t− s)) (43)
whih, using a trigonometri identity and Eq. (30), gives
〈Pxy(t)〉 = −G0γ0 sin(ωt) (44)
−βV ωγ0 sin(ωt)
∫ t
0
ds 〈Pxy(−s)Pxy(0)〉γ(0),eq sin(ωs)
−βV ωγ0 cos(ωt)
∫ t
0
ds 〈Pxy(−s)Pxy(0)〉γ(0),eq cos(ωs).
Combining this with Eq. (41) we obtain,
G˜R(ω) = G0 + βV ω
∫
∞
0
ds sin(ωs)C(s)
G˜I(ω) = βV ω
∫
∞
0
ds cos(ωs)C(s), (45)
where the orrelation funtion is given by
C(s) = 〈Pxy(−s)Pxy(0)〉eq,0 . (46)
Using Eqs.(42) and (45) we see that, η˜R(ω) = G˜I(ω)/ω and G˜R(ω) = G0 + ωη˜I(ω).
η˜R(ω) = βV
∫
∞
0
ds cos(ωs)C(s)
η˜I(ω) = −G0/ω + βV
∫
∞
0
ds sin(ωs)C(s). (47)
If we now ask what memory funtion η(t),
〈Pxy(t)〉 ≡ −
∫ t
0
ds η(t− s)γ˙(s), (48)
generates this spetrum for the frequeny dependent shear visosity, we see that it is,
η(t) = G0 + βV C(t), t > 0; (49)
η(t) = −G0, t < 0.
A double sided Fourier transform of this funtion gives Eq.(47). The memory funtion for the zero frequeny elasti
response must be odd in time beause a onstant strain is an even funtion of time while a onstant strain rate is of
ourse odd. For linear elastiity and linear visosity to both apply to the system, both the strain and the strain rate
must be small at all frequenies inluding near zero.
9III. SIMULATION, RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Simulation Details
To test the theory we used both equilibrium time orrelation data, obtained using Eqs. (1) with Fe = 0 and
nonequilibrium moleular dynamis (NEMD) data, obtained from Eqs. (4) from osillatory strain simulations. The
simulations used N = 108 partiles with periodi boundary onditions to model a perfet rystal at a nite tempera-
ture. Beause we model a single rystal with no defets there will be no long range stresses and no large system size
eets. We know from the pioneering studies of a realisti potential for argon by Barker et. al. Barker et al.
16
that
for perfet rystals, 108 atoms is suient for quantitative agreement with experiment.
An equilibrium fae entre ubi (FCC) rystal was formed as a ubi array of periodi moleular dynamis unit
ells. The FCC rystal is ommensurate with the simulation ell and the edge of the ube is in the (1,0,0) diretion
of the rystal. A pairwise additive WCA potential,
uij(rij) = 4ǫ
[(
σ
rij
)12
−
(
σ
rij
)6
+
1
4
]
∀ rij < 2
1/6σ
uij(rij) = 0 ∀ rij > 2
1/6σ, (50)
was used for the interation between the partiles. The energy unit is ǫ, the length unit is σ, and the time unit
is
√
mσ2/ǫ where m is the mass. The system has a number density of ρ = Nσ3/V = 1.15, whih results in an
equilibrium rystal at the two temperatures studied, T = 0.5 and T = 2.5 (ǫ/kB).
For the nonequilibrium simulations eight dierent frequenies where simulated. For those with a frequeny of
ω = 2.513 or higher, the maximum amplitude of the strain (as dened in Eq. (40)) was γ0 = 0.025, for the lower
frequenies γ0 = 0.08 was used. As the frequeny is lowered, with xed maximum strain amplitude, the signal to
noise ratio for the loss omponent of the shear modulus deteriorates beause the strain rate goes towards zero. The
larger amplitude used at low frequenies helped alleviate this problem a little.
The equations of motion were integrated using a fourth order Runge-Kutta integrator. A time step of dt = 0.002 was
used for all simulations exept for the NEMD simulations at the highest frequeny where a time step of dt = 0.001
was used. All the simulations, both NEMD and equilibrium, were repeated 1000 times to redue the statistial
unertainties. At the highest frequeny the NEMD simulations were given at least 6.3 time units to relax to the
periodi state and for the lowest frequeny this was extended to 2000 time units. For all but the lowest three
frequenies the NEMD simulations were run for 10 periods to obtain the response. At the lowest frequeny the
NEMD simulations were run for only 2 periods. The longest duration used for produing data from the equilibrium
simulations was 800 time units.
B. Simulation Results and Disussion
1. Equilibrium data
To alulate the response of the system using Eqs. (45) or (47) we need to rst determine the equilibrium orrelation
funtion, Eq. (46), and the zero frequeny modulus, Eqs. (19) & (20), using data from equilibrium simulations. The
equilibrium orrelation funtions, normalised by the temperature, an be seen in Fig. 1 for the temperatures of
T = 0.5 and T = 2.5. At zero delay time, t = 0, the height of the the orrelation funtion for the higher temperature
is approximately a fator of 4 larger than that for the lower temperature. The visosity is given by the area under
the urve, limω→0 η˜R(ω) ≡ η˜R(0
+) = βV
∫
∞
0
dsC(s), and as it turns out the values obtained for the two dierent
temperatures are very similar. For the temperature of T = 2.5 we have η˜R(0
+) = 283 and for the the temperature
of T = 0.5 we have η˜R(0
+) = 222. Although the area under the urve for the higher temperature appears muh
larger in Fig. 1, by noting the logarithmi time axis it an be seen that the dierene deays very rapidly. This is
the reason the values are relatively lose to eah other. The limiting visosity for the rystal inreases, rather weakly,
with temperature. This is in ontrast to a liquid where the visosity dereases with inreasing temperature, often
strongly, but is similar to a dilute gas where the visosity also inreases with temperature.
One annot measure the visosity of a rystal at zero frequeny by subjeting it to an unbounded strain. At zero
frequeny, for large enough strain, a rystal will exhibit a nonlinear response, undergo plasti deformation, leavage
or frature. The visosity we alulate is the limiting zero frequeny shear visosity, lim(ω → 0). If we subjet the
rystal to an osillating strain, the visosity haraterises the dissipation of energy in the low frequeny limit.
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Figure 1: The stress orrelation funtion for the FCC rystal at temperatures of T = 0.5 and T = 2.5. Plotted is the funtion
βC(t) = β 〈Pxy(t)Pxy(0)〉. Note that the time axis is logarithmi and that the urve with the higher initial value (lose to
6× 103) orresponds to the temperature of T = 2.5.
An alternative way to measure the limiting zero frequeny shear visosity is to subjet a rystal to a xed but very
small strain rate for a limited period of time tl whih is inversely proportional to the strain rate, tl = γm/γ˙. If we set
the maximum strain, γm to be γm <∼ 0.1 - aording to Lindemann's riterion, then we will not leave or otherwise
damage the rystal and we will remain in the linear response regime for both the shear rate whih is always very small
and for elasti deformation. As the strain rate dereases towards zero the amount of time we may strain the rystal
diverges to innity. So even though the maximum strain the rystal is limited (γ < γm) as the strain rate is redued
we have ever more time available for the shearing system to relax to a nonequilibrium. The shear visosity of this
limiting steady state is what we all the limiting shear visosity of a rystal. Of ourse as the strain rate is lowered the
deteriorating signal to noise ratio demands that the size of the system, or the number of times the shearing protool
is repeated must be inreased. This may not be a pratial way to measure the limiting visosity of a solid.
2. Frequeny Dependent Modulus and Visosity at T = 0.5
We examine the ase for the FCC rystal at a temperature of T = 0.5 in more detail. The orrelation funtion
C(t) = 〈Pxy(t)Pxy(0)〉 was alulated from equilibrium simulations as disussed above, and Fourier transformed,
aording to Eqs. (45), using the rst order Filon's quadrature given in the Appendix, to obtain the storage and
loss moduli. The value for G0 was obtained from the equilibrium simulations using Eqs. (19) & (20). We then
performed nonequilibrium simulations at various frequenies, and applied a least squares t of a sinusoidal funtion
to the response allowing us to obtain estimates of G˜ at a small number of distint frequenies. The results of this
are shown in Fig. 2. It an be seen that the agreement between the two data sets is very good. This onrms the
orretness of our theoretial expressions for the frequeny dependent elasti moduli. In general the low frequeny
G˜I data is diult (or omputationally expensive) to obtain reliably due to the small amplitude of the strain rate.
As mentioned above the strain amplitude is xed, and therefore the strain rate beomes very small at low frequenies
with γ˙ ∼ ω. It an be seen that the low frequeny data, from the transformed C(t), deays as limω→0 G˜I(ω) ∝ ω
(this results in a gradient of unity for ln[G˜I ] vs ln[ω] at low frequenies, see Fig. 2). This is obvious from Eq. (45),
upon taking the small angle approximation cos(ωs) = 1 +O(ω2), we see that limω→0 G˜I(ω) = ωη˜R(0
+).
In Fig. 3 the same data is shown for the omplex frequeny dependene of the shear visosity. The real part of
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Figure 2: The storage
eGR(ω) and loss eGI(ω) moduli for the temperature of T = 0.5. The storage modulus eGR(ω) is the
symbols (+) while the loss modulus is the symbols (×). The solid urves are obtained from linear response theory using
data obtained from the equilibrium simulations while the symbols were obtained diretly from the nonequilibrium moleular
dynamis simulations.
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Figure 3: Frequeny dependent visosity for the rystal at T = 0.5. The symbols (+) represent the real part of the visosity
eηR(ω) and the symbols (×) represent the imaginary part eηI(ω). The solid lines are from the linear response theory and the
symbols are from NEMD simulations. The symbols for the real part at the lowest two frequenies are not very aurate.
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the visosity, η˜R(ω), onverges to the nite value at zero frequeny whih is given by the area under the orrelation
funtion shown in Fig. 1. What is distintly dierent in this graph, relative to equivalent data for a typial uid, is the
behaviour of the imaginary part of the visosity η˜I(ω). We see that this quantity diverges, apparently to innity, as the
frequeny approahes zero. This is due to a solid having a nonzero value for the zero frequeny shear modulus G˜(0).
In a uid the zero frequeny value of the imaginary part of the shear visosity is zero. The distintive harateristi
of the frequeny dependent visosity of a solid phase, relative to a uid phase, is the ontrasting behaviour of the
imaginary part of the visosity as the frequeny approahes zero. For solids the imaginary part diverges to innity
while in uids it deays to zero.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have derived a set of theoretial expressions for the linear visoelasti properties of rystals. Computer sim-
ulations have been arried out whih ompare the results of diret nonequilibrium moleular dynamis alulations
for these properties, with the linear response theory expressions alulated using equilibrium simulation data. The
agreement between these two sets of results onrms the orretness of our expressions for the linear response.
A glass is often dened as a superooled liquid with a shear visosity that is greater than 1013 poise Debenedetti
and Stillinger
17
. In our units, assuming that our potential gives a very approximate model for argon, this would
orrespond to a visosity of approximately 1016. However we should point out that when this statement is made it
is also assumed that the shear modulus of the superooled liquid/glass is zero. One we enter the glass phase the
shear modulus is atually nonzero and then aording to our theory the Green-Kubo expression for the shear visosity
hanges reduing the magnitude of the shear visosity somewhat.
If the systems we studied here are taken to represent argon we have shown via equilibrium and nonequilibrium
moleular dynamis alulations that the limiting zero frequeny shear visosity η˜R(0
+) of an argon rystal is only
two orders of magnitude greater than liquid argon at its triple point. [In the units used in this paper the shear visosity
of triple point liquid argon is approximately 3.5.℄ So in ontrast to a glass, the rystalline state has no anomalously
high shear visosity. Although we have only alulated this visosity for a single relative alignment between the rystal
axes and the strain rate tensor, we do not expet that varying this alignment would lead to an inrease in visosity of
many orders of magnitude. We know of no other work, experimental or theoretial, that has alulated the limiting
shear visosity of a rystal. As far as we are aware, all suh work refers to the real and imaginary parts of the shear
modulus.
The rystal we have studied is a soft inert gas rystal. It is interesting to speulate about the omparative values of
the limiting shear visosities of ioni or ovalent rystals. Somewhat ounter intuitively these types of rystals ould
have limiting visosity values that at room temperature, may be lower than that of soft inert gas rystals. What is
important in inreasing the visosity of rystals is anharmoniity in the nearest neighbour fores. Strong, high Q,
harmoni rystals an be expeted to have low shear visosities.
Our work also points out the distintiveness of glassy systems. Glassy systems by denition exhibit an anomalously
high visosity. This is quite dierent from the behaviour of rystalline solids and of the liquids from whih a glass
may be formed.
We also see an interesting set of ontrasting qualitative behaviour for the temperature dependene of the limiting
shear visosity. Gases exhibit a positive temperature oeient, liquids have a negative temperature oeient while
rystals again exhibit a positive temperature oeient for the limiting shear visosity.
The zero frequeny shear modulus is profoundly dierent between a rystal and a uid. For uids the shear modulus
is preisely zero whereas in any solid, inluding rystals, the shear modulus is nonzero. As Max Born stated in 1939,
referene 9, ..there an be no ambiguity in the denition of, or the riterion for, melting. The dierene between a
solid and a liquid is that the solid has elasti resistane to shearing stress while a liquid does not. Our work strongly
supports this assertion but points out that the ontrast in behaviour between uids and rystals shows its greatest
eet when one ompares the limiting zero frequeny omponent of the imaginary part of the shear visosity. In uids
that value is zero while in rystals the limiting value is innity!
Appendix: Transforming the autoorrelation funtion
A trapezoidal version of Filon's quadrature was used to transform the orrelation funtions,
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∫ t1
t0
ds f(s) cos(ωs) =
1
ω
(f(t1) sin(ωt1)− f(t0) sin(ωt0))
+
1
ω2
f(t1)− f(t0)
t1 − t0
( cos(ωt1)− cos(ωt0)), (51)
∫ t1
t0
ds f(s) sin(ωs) =
1
ω
(f(t0) cos(ωt0)− f(t1) cos(ωt1))
+
1
ω2
f(t1)− f(t0)
t1 − t0
( sin(ωt1)− sin(ωt0)). (52)
Using these quadrature it is straightforward to prove, given f(∞) = 0, that
lim
ω→∞
ω
∫
∞
0
ds f(s) cos(ωs) = 0 (53)
lim
ω→∞
ω
∫
∞
0
ds f(s) sin(ωs) = f(0) (54)
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